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Quantum mechanical cross sections for the isotopic reactions H 1X2O,
X5H,D: A comparison with experiment and with other calculations
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In this work are presented 3-mathematical-dimensional quantum mechanical energy-dependent
cross sections for the two isotopic reactions H1X2O→Products; X5H,D. The results are compared
with experiment and with other calculations. The comparison between theory and experiment leads
to two contradictory conclusions regarding the application of the Walch–Dunning–Schatz–
Elgersma~WDSE! potential energy surface:~a! The WDSE surface seems to adequately describe
the abstraction process;~b! however, the WDSE barrier for the exchange process seems to be too
high and therefore yields small cross sections in contrast to those found in the experiment. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00525-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum mechanical~QM! study of tetra-atom sys
tems has recently become one of the major subjects in
lecular dynamics.1–3 A whole series of systems has be
considered and it seems that the only obstacle to exten
these studies further is the lack of reliable potential ene
surfaces~PES!. Among the tetra-atom systems, the mo
studied ones are the HHOH and its isotopic analogs.
reason for that is threefold:~a! there is available a reasonab
good PES4 which presents correctly the various asympto
arrangement channels~AC! and seems to describe reaso
ably well the corresponding close interaction region;~b!
three hydrogen atoms are involved in the interaction, a
which reduces significantly the numerical effort required
order to obtain the results and~c! experimental results with
which the theoretical outcomes can be compared
available.5–11 In the present study we shall concentrate
two atom–triatom systems, namely, the two isotopic re
tions:

H1H28O→products→H HH81OH
H81H8HO ~1!

H1D2O→products→HHD1OD
D1HDO ~2!

with the aim of obtaining integral cross sections.
These two systems have been subjected to a serie

numerical and experimental studies. The numerical tre
ments are of two kinds: quantum mechanical~QM!
calculations1~b!,2,3 and quasiclassical trajectory~QCT!12–14

calculations. The majority of these calculations were ma
on the Walch–Dunning–Schatz–Elgersma~WDSE! poten-
tial energy surface~PES!4~a!–4~c! ~in some cases a modifie
version was used4~d!!. Experimental energy-dependent int
gral cross sections were measured mainly by the Heidelb
group, and they can be summarized as follows: For react
5670021-9606/99/111(2)/567/5/$15.00
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~1!, obviously, only the abstraction process was conside
and five cross sections at the energies:Etr51.0, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2,
and 2.5 eV were measured;6~b!–6~c! for reactions~2! the ab-
straction and the exchange processes were measured
pendently: for the abstraction process, cross sections w
measured at four energies, namely,Etr51.5, 1.8, 2.2, and 2.5
eV7~a!–7~b! and for the exchange process, cross sections w
measured at two energies, namely,Etr51.5,2.2 eV7~c! and
two others, atEtr51.8, 2.5 eV,8~a!–8~b! were calculated using
the line-of-centers excitation function formula derived fro
the hot H atom reaction/relaxation measurements.8~a!

In the present publication we shall report on QM integ
cross sections for reactions~1! and~2!. Since our approach is
based on considering only the reagents AC, the calculat
will yield the integral cross sections for the sum of the tw
types of products. While such results may not be deta
enough, they still provide, as will be shown, an importa
probe for the relevance of theory to experiment andvice
versa. QM cross sections for reactions~1! have already been
published by us,2 although only in the low energy rang
~they were presented, erroneously, as being cross section
abstraction only whereas, in fact, they are for the sum of b
the abstraction and the exchange!. The QM cross sections fo
reaction~2! are presented here for the first time.

The paper is arranged in the following way: In the ne
section a few comments are made on the theoretical
proach to atom–triatom systems, in the third section res
are presented concerning the H1H2O and the H1D2O reac-
tions, in the fourth the results are analyzed and discussed
conclusions are given in the fifth section.

II. THEORETICAL COMMENTS

The present QM calculation is considered as
3-mathematical-dimensional~3MD! calculation on the
‘‘MD-scale,’’ namely, only the three radial coordinates;r,
the nonreactive O–X, (X5H,D) distance;r, the distance be-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tween the reactive X-atom and the center-of-mass of the
system; andR, the distance between H and the center-
mass of the X2O system, serve as ordinary variables~see Fig.
1!. The other three internal coordinates, namely, the th
Jacoby angles, are treated as follows: The angleu
(5cos21(r̂•r̂)) is held fixed during the whole calculation; it
value is derived from the equilibrium bending angle of t
X–O–X molecule.1 The angleġ(5cos21(r̂•R̂)) is held fixed
during a single calculation but is then varied from one c
culation to the other. In other words,g-fixed cross sections
are calculated and the final result is obtained following
weighted integration~by sin g! over g. As for w ~the out-of-
plane angle!, we do the following: For each set of coord
nates (r ,r,R,u,g), we calculate aw-averaged potential
which then is used in the actual calculations.1~p! Since in this
way no explicit dependence onw is encountered, the relevan
w-dependent part of the total wave function can be obtai
analytically and we are left with a reduced 3MD problem.
case only integral cross sections are required,
w-dependent part of the wave function can be ignored a
gether. This type of approximation—regarding thew-angle—
was checked by us by comparing reactive probabilities
tained in this way with those obtained by consideringw
explicitly within the 3MD calculation, i.e., by repeating th
calculations for differentw-values. For all practical purpose
the two kinds of results were found to be reasonably clo
~In fact the previous cross sections for H1H2O, presented in
Ref. 2, were also obtained with the anglew explicitly con-
sidered within the Monte Carlo treatment.! Thus our calcu-
lations are 3-physical dimensional calculations carried ou
a 3MD framework. We shall not elaborate further on t
theoretical aspects of our approach, because it has alr
been presented several times.1~i,n,s!,15 It is almost redundant to
mention that the feasibility of this type of calculation is gua
anteed by the application of the arrangement decoupling~lin-
ear! negative imaginary potentials~NIP!, as introduced by
Neuhauser and Baer a decade ago.16

FIG. 1. The atom–triatom Jacoby system of coordinates.
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III. RESULTS

A. Integral cross sections for the H 1H2O˜„products …

reactions

This set of reactions has been studied several times,
merically, applying the QM and the QCT approaches. Va
ous PESs were used in these studies, but we shall only r
to two of them, namely, the WDSE4~a!–4~c! and its modified
version.4~d! Our previous 3MD cross section calculation w
performed on the original WDSE PES and the results w
published some time ago.2 We repeated~and extended! these
calculations twice, employing the two above mention
PESs. The two PESs were found to yield identical resu
The energy-dependent cross sections are presented in F
where they are compared with the more recent 6MD coup
states~CS! cross sections of Zhang and Light~ZL!,3 for the
abstraction process. It is noticed that at the low energy ra
the two treatments yield very similar results and only at
higher energy range are the 3MD cross sections somew
larger than the CS results. The differences can be interpr
as being due to the contributions of the exchange proce
which are included in the present calculation but not in
CS one. The fact that these differences are relatively sm
implies that the exchange process is weak compared to
straction. This subject will be discussed further in Sec. IV

The QCT calculations were performed several times:
shall refer first to the~more recent! ordinary ones by Kudla
and Schatz~KS!.13 A direct comparison between our calcu
lations and those of KS is possible only for the energy
eV, for which KS calculated both the abstraction and t
exchange cross sections. These authors found that the su
the two cross sections is;3.5 au~about 0.9 au for abstrac
tion and 2.6 au for exchange!, whereas our treatment yield
for the sum only;0.9 au, namely a cross section which
four times smaller. It is important to mention that the K
cross sections for abstraction were also much larger than
ZL cross sections. For instance atEtr51.4 eV the QCT result
is ;0.47 auversusthe ZL result atEtr51.5 eV of;0.24 au.
Recently, new QCT calculations were performed by Brad
and Schatz~BS!.14 They are presented in Fig. 3, where th
are compared with the older ones due to Kudla and Sch
~KS!. It is noticed that the KS cross sections are more th

FIG. 2. A comparison between QM 3MD~present! and QM-6MD ~Ref. 3!
cross sections for the assigned reactions.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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569J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 2, 8 July 1999 Isotopic reactions H1X20, X5H,D
two times larger than those of BS. The explanation for
discrepancy is that in the more recent calculations reac
trajectories, not fulfilling zero-point-energy~ZPE! conserva-
tion, were eliminated.14 These new calculations yielde
much smaller cross sections which overlap reasonably
with our and the ZL cross sections.

The comparison with experiment can be made, at
stage, is only with the ZL calculations. For this purpose
consider two measured cross sections, namely,s(Etr

51.5 eV)5(0.5760.18 au) and s(Etr51.8 eV)5(0.64
60.21 au).6~c! The corresponding CS results ares(Etr

51.5 eV);0.25 au ands(Etr51.75 eV);0.39 au. Thus, the
experimental cross section for the lower energy is rather
from the QM result, but for the higher energy this value
reasonably close, considering the size of the experime
error bar. The comparison with our calculations will be do
in Sec. IV.

B. Integral cross sections for the H 1D2O˜„products …

reactions

In this publication we report on the first QM calculatio
for the D2O1H reaction. To our knowledge QCT results a
available only for the abstraction process, so a limited co
parison~at most! can be made with them. However expe
mental results are available for both the abstraction and
exchange processes, and therefore a comparison with ex
ment becomes feasible.

In Fig. 4 are compared the total integral cross secti
for reactions~1! and~2!, as obtained for the original WDSE
PES. It is noticed that the isotopic effect is relatively sma
;1.3, in particular if we recall the isotopic effect encou
tered in the QCT treatment which, for abstraction, was fou
to be;3. However the large QCT isotope effect could ve
well be misleading, because the nonconservation of the Z
which was found to enhance the H1H2O results by a factor
of more than two, is expected to affect the H1D2O results to
a much lesser degree. Therefore, it is probable that, ta
into account the ZPE effect, the QCT isotope effect will a
be smaller.

FIG. 3. A comparison between two QCT cross sections for
H1H2O→H21OH as calculated in two different ways:s, cross sections
due to a regular QCT calculation~Ref. 13!; d, cross sections due to a QC
calculation eliminating trajectories that do not conserve ZPE~Ref. 14!.
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The comparison between QM and experimental cr
sections is performed in Table I. The experimental total cr
sections were obtained by combining the cross sections
abstraction with those for exchange. It is noticed that
experimental values are two–five times larger~depending on
energy and error bars! than the QM ones.

IV. DISCUSSION

The comparison between our calculations and exp
ment revealed the fact that the WDSE PES is not accu
enough to yield the experimental sum of the cross secti
for the abstraction and exchange for the two above con
ered isotopic reactions. Our approach allows probing
g-regions which contribute to these cross sections and
we shall do, next, in order to reveal the difficulties with th
WDSE PES. In Fig. 5 are presentedg-dependent cross sec
tions,s~g!, as calculated for the two reactions at two diffe
ent energies, namely, atEt51.25 and 2.2 eV. It is well no-
ticed that the main region wheres~g! is different from zero
is theg;0 region. To see what kind of reactions take pla
at this region we refer to Fig. 6, from which it is noticed th
the g;0 region is probably dominated by abstraction pr
cesses, whereas regions with largerg values are more likely
to contribute to exchange. We are aware that this distinc
cannot be validated on the basis of our present numer
study but it can be supported by findings of other studi
Polanyi and co-workers,17 in their detailed QCT study of
H1HBr, established the fact that abstraction takes pl
when the approaching hydrogen picks the molecular hyd

FIG. 4. Energy dependent cross sections for the isotopic reacti
H1X2O→products; X5H,D.

TABLE I. Integral cross sections~au! for the reaction H1D2O→products as
a function of translational energy: A comparison between experimental
QM-3MD results.

Energy~eV!

Cross section~au!

Experiment QM-3MD

1.25 ¯ 0.10
1.5 1.1760.44 0.23
1.75 ¯ 0.38
1.8 1.4960.41 ¯

2.0 ¯ 0.54
2.2 1.7260.41 0.68
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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gen from its parent-molecule, in a ‘‘face-to-face’’ situatio
namely, from the quasilinearg;0 region. As for exchange
processes it is well known from numerous QCT and Q
studies that these processes are much favored when th
proaching atom~or molecule! comes from the back~namely
from the quasilinearg;p region!.

Accepting these assertions makes the comparison
tween the coupled states cross sections
H1H2O→H21OH and our~total! cross sections as shown
Fig. 2 much more interesting. If indeed the present calcu
tion, particularly at the lower energy range, leads prima
to abstraction then the fit between the two QM scheme
very encouraging—because, within both is treated abst
tion process only. As the energy increases we expect
calculations to contain contributions due to exchange
indeed at the higher energy range we obtained larger c
sections.

Accepting the above assertions also makes the comp
son between theory and experiment much more meaning
In Table II we compare the experimental energy-depend
cross sections for abstraction with only the present co
sponding QM 3MD total cross sections. It is noticed tha
very nice fit is obtained for the H2O1H system~except for
one energy value atEt51.5 eV, where the experimenta
value is somewhat too large!. The fit for the D2O1H system
seems to be less successful because of the significant
crepancy at the high energy region where the QM cross
tions are larger than the experimental ones. This discrepa
can be explained, at least to some extent, by considering
g-dependent cross sections in Fig. 5. It is noticed that
angular reactive range is larger for the D2O1H system al-
though the total cross sections for these reactions are;30%
smaller. Since exchange processes are enhanced asg in-
creases, this implies that for D2O1H, as the energy in-
creases, we get QM cross sections with relatively more c

FIG. 5. QM angular dependent cross sections. Full lines results for H1H2O;
dashed lines results for H1D2O; spheres: results forEtr51.25 eV; squares:
results forEtr52.2 eV.
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tributions from exchange than in the H2O1H case. These
enhanced QM exchange cross sections for D2O1H also ex-
plain why our QM isotopic effect is smaller than the expe
mental one which is based on abstraction only.

Accepting our assertion makes even the comparison
tween the recent QCT cross sections for abstraction and
present QM results quite encouraging. As was discussed
lier once the trajectories which do not conserve the ZPE
eliminated a very good agreement is obtained. However
unpleasant discrepancy is obtained in case of the excha
process. Accepting our assertion means that this PES
hardly capable of yielding the exchange process whereas
cording to the QCT treatment the exchange cross sections
about three times larger than the ones for abstraction. Th
large exchange cross sections were obtained without el

FIG. 6. A schematic representation of the two situations for reactions:~a!
abstraction: H1X2O→HX1OX; H5H,D; ~b! exchange: H1X2O
→X1HXO.

TABLE II. Integral cross sections~au! for the two isotropic abstraction
reactions H1X2O→HX1OX; X5H,D: A comparison between experimen
and QM-3MD results.

Energy~eV!

H1H2O→H21OH H1D2O→HD1OD

Experiment QM-3MD Experiment QM-3MD

1.25 ¯ 0.15 ¯ 0.10
1.50 0.5760.18 0.29 0.2560.14 0.23
1.75 ¯ 0.50 ¯ 0.38
1.80 0.6460.21 ¯ 0.3660.11 ¯

2.0 ¯ 0.69 ¯ 0.53
2.2 0.8960.25 0.89 0.3960.11 0.68
2.5 0.9360.32 ¯ 0.3960.07 ¯
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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nating the trajectories that do not conserve the ZPE.
contend that if these calculations are repeated without
nonphysical trajectories the cross sections for this proc
will be significantly smaller and eventually even smaller th
those for abstraction.

The experiments indicate that the exchange proces
this system is substantial whereas our QM treatment yie
only relatively small cross sections for this process. Assu
ing our treatment is relevant this implies that the poten
barrier for exchange in the WDSE PES is too high. If inde
this is the case then this~too! high barrier may be connecte
with the fact that WDSE PES allows only one of the hydr
gens to react.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this publication 3MD QM energy cross sections f
the sum of the two processes, namely, abstraction and
change@see Eqs.~1! and ~2!#, are presented for the two iso
topic reactions H1X2O→~products!; X5H,D. The results
are compared, whenever possible, with QCT~other!, QM
and experimental results. The comparison with the Q
cross sections for the H1H2O system reveals that this ap
proach yields cross sections much larger than the QM o
However recently new QCT calculations were done, for
straction, in which reactive trajectories that do not conse
the ZPE were eliminated, as a result of which the fit i
proved significantly. Unfortunately a similarly modifie
study was not carried out for exchange. The comparison w
the QM 6MD calculations cannot be done directly, unles
is assumed that our calculated cross sections contain
small contributions from exchange~as was discussed in Se
IV !. If this is the case then the fit can be considered as v
good. The comparison with experiment is far from bei
satisfactory but again improves significantly if the assum
tion is made that our QM cross sections are mainly for
straction. This applies to both the H1H2O and the H1D2O
reactions. The QM calculations for the total reactive proc
yield a mild isotopic effect,;1.3, as compared with the ab
straction significant isotopic effect,;2, found in the experi-
ment. However the weak QM isotopic effect is related to
way the present calculations were done. Doing the calc
tions for abstraction only will yield a larger isotopic effe
bringing the QM results closer to the experimental ones.

The inability of the QM treatment to yield the corre
cross sections for the sum of the two processes is attrib
to the much too high potential barrier which seems to p
vent the exchange process. Still, we have to be somew
cautious with this final conclusion mainly because our tre
ment is a frozen-angle-type treatment and therefore the
namics is restricted to a certain extent.
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